
Build a Strong Brand  
& Let the Cat Out of the Bag



Reveal Your  
Brand Archetypes...

2. Which of the following best describes what your organization/brand does? 

Helps people achieve stability & control

Helps people realize belonging & enjoyment

Helps people rise to challenges & transform

Helps people find independence & fulfillment

Total:

1. What makes your organization/brand special?

3. Which of the following best represents what your organization/brand helps people accomplish?

To lighten up and have a great time

To receive help and nurturing

To realize a vision

To create prosperity and success

Total:

To master something that improves the world

To overturn what isn’t working

To make dreams come true

To be in a relationship with the people, work and surroundings they love

To be happy

To belong

To have a better, more authentic and more fulfilling experience

To use intelligence or analysis to create a better understanding
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1



4. Which personality trait best describes your organization/brand?

Humorous, outgoing, fun-loving

Compassion, generosity

Creativity and imagination

Responsibility, leadership

Total:

Competence and courage

Outrageousness and a radical desire for freedom

Finding win-win solutions

Passion, gratitude, appreciation and commitment

Faith and optimism

Realism, empathy, lack of pretense

Autonomy, ambition, being true to one’s soul

Wisdom and intelligence

5. Which best describes the brand promise of your organization/brand?

Helping people have a good time

Supporting and nurturing others

Promoting self-expression, fostering innovation

Empowering people to take or maintain control

Total:

Helping people be all they can be

Achieving by breaking with industry conventions

Creating transformation

Helping people have good relationships

Offering a simple solution to an identifiable problem

Giving people a sense of belonging

Helping people feel free by experiencing new things

Providing expertise or information to customers

6. What would you most like to hear people say about your organization/brand?
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7. Select 5 words that best describe the personality of your organization/brand.

Nostalgic

Regular guy/girl

Magician

Dependable

Role model

Childlike

Maker

Fun-loving

Innocent

Hero

Rebel

Inventor

Saint

Warrior

Solid

Creator

Explorer

Ruler

Expert

Thinker

True to one’s soul

Visionary

Team-builder

Leader

Outcast

Misfit

Joker

Scholar

3
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Sage

Individualist

Person next door

Passionate

Dreamer

Lover

Catalyst

Partner

Winner

Innovator

Outlaw

Boss

Page 3-4 Total:

Courageous

Helper

Supporter

Artist

Jester

Pioneer

Joyful

Caregiver

Final Total:

4

7. Select 5 words that best describe the personality of your organization/brand. (Continued)



Let us give your brand a hand.

Lincoln • Omaha • Colorado • KidGlov.com

Strategy · Campaigns · PR · Web · Social


